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ABSTRACT: An illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion in through-tubing bridge plugs includes a body member 
carrying an expansible bridging element, a pump and recepta 
cle assembly releasably coupled to the body member and 
adapted to contain a cementitious material that can be dis 
placed from the receptacle to expand the bridging element, a 
vent passage through the body member to enable fluid move 
ment within the well bore without disturbing the cementitious 
material as it hardens, and valve- means automatically opera 
ble after a preselected time delay for closing off the vent 
passageway. 
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APPARATUS FOR BRIDGING ‘A WELL CONDUIT 

The present invention relates generally to plugs adapted to 
form a pressure bridge in a well conduit (either cased or open 
hole), and more speci?cally to a new and improved through 
tubing bridge plug apparatus havinga vent passage which is ' 
automatically closed after a preselected time‘ lapse. ‘ 

It is often desirable to‘ form a pressure bridge or plugging a 
well conduit below the lower end of a relatively small diameter 
pipe or tubing string extending therein‘. This can be accom 
plished by utilizing one of ‘the various embodiments of 
through-tubing bridge plugs disclosed in the copending Hart et 
al. application Ser._No. 63 l',09l , now PAT. No. 3,460,625 en 
‘titled "Methods and Apparatus for Bridging a Well Conduit“ 
tiled Apr. l4, I967 and assigned to the assignor of the present 
invention. Basically these devices‘ are adapted to be run into 
the well on electrical cable or wireline and are comprised of a 
central support carrying‘ an inflatable packing, element and 
coupled to a receptacle containing ‘an initially ?uent medium, , 
such as ‘cement slurry, which is capable of subsequently ‘ 
hardening. The device is sized and arranged'to be lowered into 
the well through a tubingstring andjto'. a setting point below 
the lower end‘ thereof, whereupon a positive displacement 
pump can be actuated upon signal from the surface to expand 
the packing element so as to providea bridge across the well 
conduit. A column of cement slurry is also deposited on top of 
the bridge and allowed to harden to provide a substantial ce 
ment plug- which functions to prevent ?uid flow in either lon 
gitudinal direction. ‘ ' 'w . ' ‘ i ‘ 

. As fully described in the aforementioned Han et al. applica 
tion, a vent passage is provided in the ,support extending 
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an elongated ‘body member carrying an in?atable packer 
means that is adapted for ‘a wide range of expansion upon in 
flation. Releasably coupled to the body member is arecepta 
cle which contains cement slurry or. the like. and‘a pump 
device that can be operated remotely or from the earth's sur 

. 'face. The pump functions to positively displace sufficient ce 
, ment slurry into the packer means to expand it into engage 
ment with the surrounding well conduit wall, whereupon the 

' balance of the slurry contained within the receptacle is 
H) deposited on top of the packer. A latch connection between 

the receptacle and the body member is automatically released 
I ‘when the pump has displaced all ‘the cement slurry from the 
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between locations in'communication with-the well bore above ‘ 
and below the packing element to ‘enable fluids moving within ‘ 
the casing to pass through‘the cement column without disturb 
ing it during the hardening process.‘ Otherwise, such fluid 
movement can cause channels through ‘the cement which 
remain after it hardens and destroy the ability of the plug to 
hold pressure. After the‘ cement ‘is ‘hardened. the vent 
passageway is closed by either lowering a valve elementfrom 
the surface and positioning it to close o?‘ the passageway, or 
by manipulating from the surface a valve element in the tool to 
a condition closing the passa‘gewayL-Although a through-tub 
ing bridge plug apparatus in accordance with the concepts dis 
closed in the Hart et al. application has been found'to be quite 
satisfactory, the valve closing operation requires either a sub 

' sequent trip into the well to close the valve, or requires leaving 
the pump and receptaclein the well for" the period of time 
necessary for the cement column to harden. Both procedures 
involve a certain amount of time delay that ties up men and 
equipment ‘at the well site‘with attendant, expense. 7 ‘ 

It is accordingly the primary object of the present invention 
to provide new and improved apparatus of the type described 
above, and wherein the vent passageway is automatically 
closed after a preselected time lapse calculated to enable the 
cement column to harden. ‘ e “ o _ 

In order that the‘ bridge plug setting operation be carried out 
with maximum dispatch. it is desirable to be able to withdraw 
the pump and cement receptacle from the well bore soon after 
setting the plug. In the past. a certain amount of delay was in 
volved to enable the cement within and on top of the packer to 
harden so that an upward pull on the wireline could be usedto 
release the pump and receptacle. Otherwise, the plug was not 
sufficiently anchored to permit such upward force to be ap 
plied. . f - n '_ . i ‘ ' 

It is accordingly a further object of the present invention to 
provide a new and improved through-tubing bridge plug ap 
paratus having a releasable connection between the ‘bridge 
plug and the cement receptacle which is automatically 
released after the pump and receptacle have performed their 
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functions so that they can be immediately withdrawn from the . 
well without disturbing the set condition or position of the 
bridge plug. _ . ‘ 

These and other objects are attained in accordance with the 
present invention by the provision of an apparatus including 75 

receptacle‘so that the pump and receptacle can be ‘withdrawn 
to the‘surface without waiting for a hardened condition of the 
cement to transpire. - r ._ ' _ = ‘ ' r ' 

A passageway extends from a'location in communication 
with the well bore below the packer means to a location in 
communication withthefwell bore above the column to pro 
vide a flow course through which well ?uids can pass tem 

' porarily without disturbingthe cement ‘as it hardens. A nor 
mally open valve means is adapted ‘to close off the 
passageway, and is operated to .do‘so .by a means which is 
restrained, however, by aytime delay. Accordingly, the valve 
means cannot move into a condition closing off the 
passageway until the expiration of a preselected time interval, 
‘which is ‘sufficient to enable the cement to harden and provide 
an effective plug. ‘ j ‘ " ‘ I ' 

The invention has other objects advantages which will 
‘become apparent in connection with the following detailed 
description. The novel features ofthe'present‘invention being 
set forth with particularly in thejappcndcd claims; the present 

‘ invention. both as to its organization and manner of operation. 
may best‘be understood by- way‘ of illustration and ‘example of 
an embodiment thereof when taken ‘in conjunction with the 
‘accompanying drawings. in which: 

.FIG. I, is a schematic view of an apparatus incorporating the 
principles of the present invention‘being lowered into a well 
through tubing; ‘ . . v ' , v ‘ 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are‘lon‘gitudin'al sectional views to illus 
trate ‘the general structural details of the ‘apparatus shown in 
F IG.v 1, FIG. 28 forming a lower continuation of FIG. 2A; 

. FIG. 3 is a detailed cross-sectional view of the latch con 
struction connecting the receptacle to the bridge plug body; 

FIG. 4 IS A cross section taken on line 4-4 of FIG. 3 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged sectional view‘of the vent valve struc 

ture, actuator, and timer mechanism; . 
FIG. 6 is a side view of the timer mechanism; 7 
FIG. 7 is an isometric view of the shaft of the timer main 

wheel showing the release cord attached thereto; 
FIG. 8 illustrates an alternate embodiment of the timer; 
FIG. 9 is a sectional view of the lower portion of the ap 

paratus after the packing element has been expanded to pro 
vide a bridge in the well; and a . ‘ 

FIG. 10 is a view similar to FIG. 9 but with various parts 
operated for depositing a column of cement on the top of the 
Plua- ‘ . 

Referring initially to FIG. I, A through-tubing bridge plug 
assembly which is described to illustrate the principles of the 
present invention is shown being lowered at the end of a 
wireline W through a tubing string'l‘ toward a selected setting 
point with a well casing C below the lowerend of the tubing 
string. The assembly includes a dumpl-bailer actuator or pump 
section 10 coupled to the upper end of a positive displacement 
dump bailer or receptacle II. The receptacle II is, in turn, 
releasably connected to the upper end of an elongated body 
member 12 which carries an inflatable packer element 13. 
The packer element I3 may comprise an in?atable packing 
sleeve or bag which is normally collapsed during lowering and 
which can be expanded to several times its collapsed size in 
order to bridge the well bore. A valve and timer assembly I4 
forms the lower part of the apparatus. The entire assemblyis 
constructed and arranged to pass downwardly through, for ex~ 
ample, a 1 25/32 inch bore. and can be operated to paclt off or 
bridge a range of easing sizes from 3% inches to 7% inches. 
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Referring now to H0. 2A for further detail, the dump bailer 
actuator section 10 includes a tubular case 17 having a lon 
gitudinally extending chamber 18 therein. A piston 19 is 
movably received within the chamber 18, and a rod 20 con 
nected to the piston extends downwardly through a bore 21 
which opens axially into the chamber 18. The upper portion of 
the chamber 18 is arranged to receive a suitable hydraulic 
?uid, and a coil compression spring 22 is arranged in the lower 
portion of the chamber to urge thepiston 19 and the rod 29 

1 upwardly. Several side ports 23 in the wall of the case‘ 17 
1" 'below the piston 19 enable fluid pressures within the chamber 
~' 1 18ito be balanced with hydrostatic well ?uid pressures as the 

4 
lip 55 and an inwardly extending shoulder 57 on the latch 
sleeve 44 to maintain the support ring 52 in proper spaced 
relationship behind the head pi$rtioris54‘6.>"=’ :3 ' 

r‘ Referring again to FIGS. 2A and 2B, the body member 12 
' may be constituted by a two-p'iécefassembly including a. tubu 
lar valve housing 60and a packer mandrel .611. which are cou‘ 

'i'i‘p’led:itogether‘ibyscrews 62 or the‘-like:gThe'through-bore of 

tool is lowered into a ?uid ?lled well bore. To permit place- ., 
ment of hydraulic ?uid into the upper portion of the chamber , 
18, a one-way check valve 24 in an entry passage 25 is pro 
vided. An exit passage 26 extends from the chamber 18 to the 

' exterior of the case 17, and has a remotely controllable valve 
27 therein, such as a conventional solenoid-operated valve, 
which normally prevents discharge of hydraulic ?uid from the 

.. chamber. With this condition of parts, the piston 19 and the 
0d 20 cannot move upwardly under the in?uence of the up 
ward force being exerted by the coil spring 22. 
The piston rod 20 extends downwardly through the bore 21 

" g o a location within a recess 30 where it can operate a latch 

-" device.- The latch device includes a plurality of upwardly ex~ 
' tending, inwardly biased spring ?ngers 31, which terminate in 

5 “enlarged head portions 32. Whenthe parts are in the relative 
positions shown in HQ. 2A, the head portions 32 held out 

9* " watery ‘by’ the rod 20 in engagement with a shoulder 33 formed 
4th‘e"recess 30. However, it will be appreciated that removal 
Ptl't’éP-rOdZO from behind the head portions 32 will permit 

5 them v“to' ispring inwardly and out of engagement with the 
-""’”‘shoulder 33. The retention'and ‘release of the spring ?ngers 31 

‘ ‘1' from the recess 30 controls the operation of the positive dis 

placement dump bailer section 11. 
The dump bailer section includes a cylinder 35 connected at 

its upper end to the control section 10. The lower end of the 
housing 35 is releasably connected by a latch device 36 to 
upper end of the body member 12. The cylinder has a bore .37 

' in which a weighted body 38 is movable. The weighted body 
‘U 38 can take the form of an elongated tubular member having a 
rod 39 extending upwardly from its upper end, the rod having 
the previously-described spring ?ngers 31 connected to its 
upper end and extendinginto the recess 30. A coil spring 40 
can surround the rod 39 with its upper end pressing against the 
upper end of the bore 37' and its lower end pressing against the 
upper surface of the weighted body 38, ‘ 

Also positioned within, the bore .of the cylinder 35 and 
spaced downwardly from the lower end of the weighted body 
38 is a piston assembly 41 having an] elastorner “swab" cup 42 

. upper end thereofwis form 

the valve housing 60 is provided-'withya steppcdtdiameteLAn 
annular valve element 63 is gummy-heaved within-the hous 
ing 60, the valve element being in'the'ilfbr'mzof a-sleevepiston 
having art-annular head 64 which is sealediwithi'respect-to wall 
surface 65 by an O-ring 66. The valve elemerttI63 furtherghas a 
tubular portion 67 extending downwardly- into the :small 
diameter bore portion 68. The‘ annular Ihousing space‘ 70 
below the headl64 is placed in communication‘ with the well 
annulus‘ by one‘ior more radially extending ports 71. A shear 
,pin 72 or the like extends through the wall of the housing 60 
and engages within a recess on the tubular portion 67 in order 
normally to retain the valve element 63 is the p sition shown 
in‘FlG. 2B. ‘-'I1é-‘<"- 1v 1 
,The valve element 63 further has a central boret73 extend 

ing throughout its length which sealingly receives an enlarged 
portion 74 of an elongated vent tube 75. Thel'yelnlar'ged portion 
74 is sealed against the bore wall of the valve ele'ment63 by an 
O-ring 76. The lower end of the vent tube‘ 75 is seated'and 
sealed within a counterbore 77 in the mandrel 61, ‘whereas the 

_ ejdi'n a' tee con?guration 'to- provide 

oppositely disposedjports .78” and 79 (FIG. 2A) ‘that are in 
communication with thetwell'bor'e. The outer ‘periphery of the 
vent tube 75 is laterally spaced relative'tdithe‘respective inner 

- .wall surfaces 73 and 81 of the valve elemen't763 and the packer 
mandrel 61, and the annularspace' thus 'forrn'e'd'is commu 

' nicated with the interior of thefpack'er element'13‘by'several 
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‘ports 82. Thus it will be appreciated that the ‘valve ‘element 63 
is arranged to prevent ?ow of the ?uent‘ material from the 
chamber 43 FIG. 2A as along as the valve element is retained 
in its upper position as shown in FIG. 2B. However, when the 

, shear pin 72 fails, the valve 
to dispose the enlarged 

element 63 can move downwardly 
portion 74 of the vent tube 75 

thereabove, therebyv placing the chamber 43 in communica 
tion with the interior of the packer element 13 via the in?ation 
passage 80 and the‘ports‘82. Accordingly, the cement slurry 

' can be displaced into the packing element 13 to in?ate it and 
expand it into contact with the well casing wall. 
The mandrel 61 carries the in?atable packer element 13. 

‘ .The packer element 13 can be formed of a suitable ?exible 

50 

or the like facing a downward direction. The _swab_'cup 42 -‘ 
de?nes the upper end of a ?uent material chamber 43 that is 
adapted to contain a suitable material, such as cement slurry 
which has liquid or ?owable properties for a predetermined 
length of time and which is thereafter capable of hardening or 
setting up to form a solid mass. The lower end portion of the 
housing is formed by a latch sleeve 44 having a plurality of cir 
cumferentially spaced, downwardly extending latch ?ngers 45 

" ‘ having enlarged head portions 46 which are normally received 
‘within an annular recess 47 formed in the inside wall of the 

‘ ‘upper end of the body member 12. As shown in enlarged 
detail in FIG. 3, the latch sleeve 44 has a reduced peripheral 
portion 49 of the body member 12 and which is sealed with 
respect to the body member by an O-ring 50. The latch ?ngers 
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45 are formed in such a manner that they tend to resile in- " 
v wardly to the extent thattherhead portions 46 are disengaged 

" from the recess 47, however the head portions are retained in 
"engaged positions by the provision of an annular support ring 
*- 52 normally located behind the head portions 46. The support 
' 'ring 52 is attached to the lower end of a shifting member 53 

‘ ‘T: 5‘which can consist of two L-shaped plates arranged in opposi 
tion to ‘oneanother as shown vin'FlG. 4. The upper ends of the 

‘ 1i‘?plates'areeneompassed by' a cap 54 having an outwardly ex 
‘- ingjarinularilip 55. A coil spring 56is located between the 

75 

. element 13 is secured by clamps 
-.,sleeve 85 and its upper end similarly secured to an upper slid~ 

and impervious material such as neoprene impregnated 
‘Dacron clothe. The element 13 can have longitudinal or spiral 
folds (not shown) therein to reduce its lateral dimensions 
greatly and enable it to pass through the tubing. To ensure that 
the element 13 remains folded during running, it can be 
wrapped with friction tape or the like which will break when 
subjected to in?ation pressures. The lower end portion of the 

or the like to a lower sliding 

ing sleeve 86. Suitable seals 87 and 88 ?uidly seal between the 
sleeves and the mandrel 61 to prevent any ?uid leakage from 
the bag 13. The upper sleeve 86 can be initially restrained 
against sliding motion relative to the mandrel 61 by the provi‘ 
sion of resilient latch ?ngers 89 having inwardly extending 
projections 90 engaging within an external annular recess 91 
in the mandrel 61. By exerting an upward pull on the mandrel 
61 after the packer element 13 is in forceful contact with the 
well casing, the projections 90 will be cammed outwardly and 
disengaged to permit the mandrel to be shifted upwardly for 
purposes which will be more fully described hereafter. 
The central opening 92 of the vent tube 75 and the mandrel 

bore 93 provide a vent passageway which extends from a plu~ 
rality of radially extending side ports 94 located below the 
packer bag 13 to the‘upper ports 78, 79. The passageway is 
adapted to be closed off by a vent valve in the form of a verti 
cally movable sleeve 95. The valve sleeve 95 is normally posi 
tioned below the side ports 94, and has seal elements ‘96 and 
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117 which will seal above and below the ports 94 when the 
valve sleeve is moved to an upper. position spanning the side 
ports. Upward movement of the ‘valve sleeve‘95 is'limited by 
downwardly facingshoulder98 on the mandrel 61. . i 

A coil spring 100;is positioned'within the bore‘ 93 of the 
mandrel 61. The upper end of the spring100 is anchored by a 
suitable means such as a transversely‘extending pin 101. A 
lower Straight portion 102 of the spring extends downwardly 
through the bore of the‘ valve sleeve 95 and is provided witha 
hook 103 atits lowet end..A washer'104or the like is loosely 
slidable on the springportion l02_,and_ the hook and washer > 

to 

are sizedto engage the‘ lower end surfaceof the valve sleeve ~ 

A timer housing 106 is secured to the __lower .end of the 
packer mandrel 61, Theaihousing- 106“ provides a‘ stepped 
diameter chamber 107, and the lower-fend of the‘ housing is 
closed b‘y'a removable cap 108. Aftimer mechanism 109-is‘ 
located within the lower portion of the chamber 107 and has a 
circular plate 110 which is sealed- against ‘the shoulder 111 by 
a packing washer 112.’ if ‘desired, the void space below'the , 
shoulder‘ 1.11 can be ?lled with a suitable lubricating fluid.v , 
As .shown in enlarged detail in FIGS, 5-7, the‘ timer 

mechanism 109 includes a clockwork gear train,113'mounted 
between ?xed side plates11‘4 and 115. The motion of the gear 
train 113 is controlled by. an escapement'116 and balance 117. 
The main wheel 118 has its shaft 119 provided with a diamet 
rically extending holev 120. The endjof a release cored, 122 is 
wrapped several turns‘aroun‘d ‘the shaft 119 and is provided 
with a ferrule 123 or the like which is'inserted through the 
hole 120 as shown in ‘FlG. 7. The release 'cordv122 extends 
through an aperture 124 in the end plate 110 as‘shown in FIG. 
6 and has. an eye l25‘which is received on the hook 103 of the 
spring 100. With ‘the coil spring 100 extended to‘an energy 
storing conditionhit will be appreciated that the spring force 
will apply torque to the shaft 119 of the main wheel 118 of the 
timer assembly 109. The geartrain 113,escapement 116 and 
balance 117 will allow the release ‘cord 122 to unwind from 
the shaft 119 at a highly controlled rate. .Once ‘the cord 122 is 

, unwound and the ferrule 123 reaches-lajposition in substantial 
wertical alignment with the longitudinal axis of the timerhous 
ing 106, the‘fer‘rule will release from‘thef shaft hole 120 and 
enable the lowerportion 102 of the spring to travel upwardly. 
The hook 103 and washer 104 will engage the lower end‘sur 
face of the‘valve sleeve 95, thereby shifting‘ the _valve sleeve ‘ 
epw'ardly against the stop shoulder 98 and ‘in spanning‘ rela 
tionship to‘the side‘ ports 94. In ‘this condition, the valve sleeve 
95 functions to block ?uid through the vent'passageway. ’ 
An alternative ‘embodiment of a timer mechanism is shown 

in cutaway view in FIG.‘ 8. In this embodiment, the motion 
wntrol for the gear train 113 is provided by a paddle wheel 
I126. vThe paddle wheel 126 replaces the balance in the ?rst 
ascribed embodiment, and is coupled to the gear train by 

fifth wheel 127 which replaces the escapemen‘t. The ?uid fric~ 
tion resisting turning motion ‘of the paddle wheel 126 provides 
the‘restrainingin?uence which causes the gear train 113 to 
enable unwinding of the release cord' 122 as previously 
described at’ a highly controllable rate.-Consequently,,the 
timer mechanism is used to‘delay the valve closing event for a 
preselected time. . ‘ ' 

‘ OPERATION 

In‘ operation, the tool is prepared for lowering into the well 
by filling the control chamber 18 above ‘the release piston 19 
with a suitable hydraulic ?uid so that the rod 20 extends into 
the recess30. The weighted body 38 is forced upwardly, com 
pressing the 'coil spring 40 until the latch heads 32 are inserted 
into the recess 30, thereby forcing ‘the rod 20 upwardly until 
heads fully enter the recess 30. The spring fingers 31 cause the 
heads 32 to shift outwardly over the shoulder 33, and the rod 
20 then shifts downwardly to retain the latch. The coil spring 
40 exerts downward force on the weighted body 38. The dump 
bailer assembly 11 is latched to the body member 12 by insert 
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ing the latch sleeve 44within the upper portion 49 and posi 
tioning the support ring 52 behind the latch ?ngers 45so that 
the head portion 46 are held outwardly in engagement with 
the recess 47.“ The valve element 63'is secured in‘ its upper or 
closed position by the shearscrew.'7_2, and the chamber 43 
within the bailer section 11 is filled with predetermined 
volume of cementitious material. The vent valve closing spring 
100 is‘ extended and the hook 103 connected to the eye 125 of ‘ 
the release'cord 122 having its end wrapped several turns 
around the shaft 119 of the main‘ wheel‘l18 of the timer 
mechanism 109. The delay involved in‘ closing of the‘ vent 
passageway is a function of the length of the release cord 
wrapped around the shaft 119, and the valve closing event can 
be preselected to occur at a later time,v for example, 18 hours. 
The vent valve 95 is located in its lower position where the 
side ports 94 are open. ' ‘r ~ ‘ ' ~ . ' 

The tool is then lowered downwardly'into the well on the 
electrical cable W through the tubing T and to a selected 
setting point within ‘the well casing C below the lowermostend 
ofthe tubing. At setting depth; an electrical “signal .sent 
through the cable W from the surface. will open the solenoid 
valve 27 in the pump section 10 so the hydraulic ?uid can exit 
from the chamber 18. The force exerted by the spring 22 will 
move the piston 19 and the ‘rod__20 upwardly, forcing ?uid 

' fromtithe chamber 18: As the‘. rod20 moves‘upwardly, the 
spring ?ngers 31 are freed to ?ex inwardly and release from 
the recess 30‘, thereby releasing the weighted body 38. ’ 

The‘ force of the spring 40 acts to accelerate the weighted 
body 38 downwardly so that it strikes the “piston assembly 41 

.in a violent manner. This creates a substantial pressure wave 
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in the cement slurry which impinges upon the upper face of 
the valve element 63, thereby generating a substantial force 
which functions to shear oh‘ the retaining screw 72. Release of 
the retaining screw 72 permits thefvalve element 63 to move 
downwardly to its lower position shown in FIG. 9 so that the 
cement slurry can ‘?ow through the in?ation passage 80, the 
ports 82 and into the interior of the packer‘element ‘13. ~ ' a 
> i The weighted body 38 will rest on the pistonassembly4l 
and tend .to gravitate downwardly,‘ thereby forcing the‘ swab 
cup- .42 downwardly and generating pressure within the 
chamber 43 to displace the slurry into the element 13. It will 
be appreciated that the in?ation pressure is a function of the 
weight of the body 38 and the cross-sectional area of the “ 
swab" cup 42., The weighted body'38 can'be constructed of 
suitableheavy or dense'metal such as tungsten or lead and be 
sized‘so that a suitable in?ation pressure, such as, for example, 
l5—25 p.s.i; can be developed within the packer element .13 
to expand it into forceful and sealing contact with the well 
conduit wall as shown in FIG. 9. Since .the upper sleeve 86 is 
attached to the mandrel 61 by the latch ?ngers 89 and projec 
tions 90, the lower sleeve 85 will slide upwardly along the 

‘ mandrel during expansion of the packer element 13. 
Afterthe packer element 13 is fully in?ated,v it forms, in ef~ 

fect, a platform or bridge in the well bore upon which addi~ 
tional cement slurry can be deposited. This can be accom 
plished by manipulation of the tool including an upward pull 
on the cable W. The‘ friction betweenthe packer element 13 
and the casing C will enable an upward force on the mandrel 
61 to cause release of the projections 90 so that the mandrel 
,can be shifted upwardly ‘relative to‘ the packer element 13, 

, thereby exposing the in?ation ports 82 ‘to the well annulus 

65 
above the bag as shown in_FlG. 10. Movement of the in?ation 
ports above the seals 88 on the sleeve 86 traps the in?ation 
pressure within the expanded packing element and permits 
dumping the remainder of the cement slurry within the 

' chamber 43 on top of the element 13. When the swab cup 42 

70 

75 

reaches the lower end of the chamber 43, it will engage the 
cap 54 and causing the shifting member 53 to move the sup 
port ring '52 downwardly and out from behind the latch fingers 
45. The fingers 45 can then resile inwardly so that the head 
portions 46 release from the latch recess 47. Accordingly, the 
dump bailer and actuator sections 11 and 10 are automatically 
released and can be immediately withdrawn from the well. 
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Additional dump ‘bailer runs can be made as desired to in~ 
crease the overall length of the cement plug. 

During the time that the cement is hardening, the vent 
passageway formed by the vent tube and mandrel bores 92 
and 93 remains in open condition as shown in FIG. 9 so that 
any produced ?uids entering the casing C from below'the 
packer element 13 can pass upwardly therethrough and enter 
the well annulus above the plug through the upper ports 78, 
79., Accordingly, it will be appreciated that such ?uids will 
have no tendency to form channels either around the packer 
element 13 or through the material on top of it, which 
disturbances may otherwise destroy the effectiveness of the 
plug to hold pressure. The timer mechanism 109 has, of 
course, been running ever since the same was initiated at the 
top of the, well bore. At the end of the preselected delay time, 
the release cord 122 will have unwound from the shaft 119 so 
that the ferrule 123 will release as previously described. The 
spring 100- willthen force the valve sleeve 95 upwardly to 
closed position to block- all vertical movement of ?uids within 
the well casing C. 
A new and improved apparatus has been disclosed for effec 

‘ tively plugging a well conduit. In accordance with the present 
invention, therplug can be lowered through tubing and then set 
or-formed in casing or open hole without removing the smaller 
tubingfrom the well. The invention is arranged in a manner 
for-.controllably bypassing or venting ?uid ?ow while the plug 
iswforming to prevent disturbance of the plug. After a 
preselected time lapse, the vent passage is automatically 

‘closed; off without the need for further manipulations or 
'- .operations from the top of the well bore. 

Since certain changes and modi?cations may be made in the 
disclosed; embodiment of the invention without departing 

., from-athe/concepts involved, it is the aim of the appended 
claims to'i‘cover all such changes and modi?cations which fall 

.wwithin the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 

I 11. In a well tool for use in providing a plug in a well bore: an 
elongated body member; means carried by said body member 
and adapted to be extended into contact with a surrounding 
wellv bore wall to provide a bridge across the well bore; a 
passageway for providing a ?uid ?ow course between n loca 
tions in communication with the well bore above and below 
said bridge;,_normally open valve means adapted to be shifted 
axially, of _.,_said support to a position closing off said 

> passageway; spring means disposed in an energy storing condi 
. tion: and adapted to shift said valve means to closed position 

.4. .means for. retaining said spring means in energy storing condi 
tion; andmeans including a timer for disabling said retaining 
means to enable said spring means to shift said valve means to 

; closed position only after a preselected time lapse. 
2. In a welltool for use in providing a plug in a well bore: an 

elongated body member; means carried by said body member 
and adapted to be extended into contact with a surrounding 
well-bore wall to provide a bridge across the well bore; a 

, passageway for providing a ?uid ?ow course between loca 
tions in-‘communication .with the well bore above and below 
said bridge;-_normally open valve means adapted to be shifted 

‘ axially of said support to a position closing off said 
~..passageway; means including an extended spring that is capa 
-ble¢of-.contracting: movement for shifting said valve means to 
the passageway iclosing position; means for retaining said 
spring inextended position; and delay means operable only 
after a. preselected time lapse for disabling said retaining 
means so that contracting movement of said spring means can 
function to shift said valve means to said passageway closing 
position. 
..;_3.,In a well too] for use in providing a plug in a well bore: an 
elongated;. body member; packing means carried by said body 
member and adapted to be expanded into contact with a well 
bore wallgga?uid passageway extending in said body member 
between locations in communication with the well bore above 
and below said packing means; valve means shiftable up 
z-wardly.3and downwardly in said passageway between positions 
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8 
closing and opening said passageway to ?uid ?ow; means for 
shifting said valve means from open to closed position; and 
delay means for preventing operation of shifting "means until 
the expiration of a preselected time; said d‘elay means then 
enabling said shifting means to move said valve means from 
said open position to said closed position. 

4. The well tool of claim 3 wher'e'iri"'"s'a'id passageway has a 
terminal portion provided by laterallyi’extending‘ port'means, 
said valve means comprising a sleeve'h'avin'g seal means en 
gageable with wall surfaces of said passageway above and 
below said port means. '= ' 3 " 

5. In a well tool for use in providing a plug in a well bore: an 
elongated body member; an in?atable packingaelement 
adapted to be expanded into contact with a well bore wall; . 
means for inflating said packing element; a flow passage ex 
tending in said body member between locations in communi 
cation with the well bore above and below said packing ele 
ment; a valve element shiftable between positions opening and 
closing said passage; means for shifting said valve element 
from open position to closed position; and clock means for 
delaying operation of said shifting means until after the expira 
tion of a preselected time delay. - _ 

6. The well tool of claim 5 wherein said shifting means in 
cludes an extended spring having one end portion anchored in 
said passage; means ‘for coupling another portion.‘v of-gisaid 
spring to said valve means so that contraction of saidspring 
can shift said valve means, said clock means beingcoupled to 
said other portion in a manner to prevent contractionyof; said 
spring means during said time delay. v ,4 

7. the well tool of claim 5 wherein said clock means includes 
a shaft; and further including release means coupled between 
said shaft and said spring means, rotation of said shaft a 
preselected number of revolutions functioning to release-said 
release means and enabling contraction of said spring. 

8. The well tool of claim 5 wherein said clock means in‘ 
cludes a shaft; and further including a flexible release cord 
having one end connected to said spring and its other end 
wound around said shaft and releasably connected thereto, 
rotation of said shaft a preselected number of revolution func 
tioning to release said cord and enable contraction of said 
spring. 

9. The well tool of claim 5 wherein said clock means in 
cludes a transversely extending shaft having a diametrically 
extending hole therein; and further including a ?exible release 
cord having one end portion connected to said spring and it's 
other end portion wound around said shaft; a ferrule on said 
other end portion inserted in said hole, whereby rotation of 
said shaft by an amount sufficient to unwind said cord an to 
axially align said ferrule with said passage enabling release of 
said ferrule from said shaft and contraction of said spring. 

10. In a well tool for use in providing a plug in awell bore: 
an elongated body member; an in?atable packing element 
adapted to be expanded into contact with a well bore wall; 
means for in?ation said packing element; a ?ow passage ex 
tending in said body member between locations in communi 
cation with the well bore above and below said packing ele 
ment; a valve element shiftable between positions opening and 
closing said passage; normally extended spring means capable 
of contracting movement to shift said valve element from 
open to closed position; and restraining means for controlling 
contracting movement of said spring means to delay closing of 
said valve element. 

11. The well tool of claim 10 wherein said restraining means 
includes a gear train coupled to said spring means, and means 
for controlling the motion of said gear train. 

12. The well tool of claim 11 wherein said controlling means 
includes an escapement and a balance. 

13. The well tool of claim 1 I wherein said controlling means 
includes a paddle wheel immersed in ?uid. _ 

14. In a well tool for use in providing a plug in a well bore: a 
body member; expansible bridging means carried by said body 
member and adapted to be expanded into contact with a sur~ 
rounding well bore wall to provide a bridge across the well 



9 
bore; a receptacle adapted to contain a ?uent ‘medium; 
passage means communicating said receptacle with the interi 
or of said bridging meansypump means including a piston 
member movable downwardly in-said receptacle for forcing 
said ?uent medium through said‘passage means and into the 
interior of said bridging means to expand said bridging means; 
latch means between ‘said receptacle and said body member 
for releasably coupling said receptacle to'said body member; 
release means cooperating between said piston member and 
said latch means for releasing said latch'means after said 
piston means has forced said ?uent medium from said recepta 
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10 
cle; a ?uid passageway extending in said body member 
between locations in communication with the well bore above 
and below said bridging means; normally open valve means 
adapted to be shifted to a position closing off said passageway; 
means for shifting said valve means from‘open to closed posi 
tion; and delay means for preventing operation of said shifting 
means until the expiration of preselected time delay, said 
delay means then enabling said shifting means to shift said 
valve means from open to closed position. ‘ 
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